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SUSTAINABLE SABANA PROGRAM

The program promotes the co-construction of an ecosystem for the sustainable development of the University’s zone of influence.

AN ORGANIC PLATFORM FOR SOCIAL OUTREACH
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SABANA CENTRO
PROVINCE

REVERSE INNOVATION

COLOMBIA

32 DEPARTAMENTS
/STATES

116 MUNICIPALITIES

15 PROVINCES

24,210 Km²

5%

(2017) Nal. GDP

1,024 Km²

1,6%

(2017) Nal. GDP

34%

(2017) Nal. GDP

* Source: National Statistics Department - DANE
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DEMOGRAPHIC GROWTH (2005-2018)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bogota</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabana Centro</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chía</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Source: 2005 y 2018 Census - National Statistics Department - DANE

BOGOTA DC.
>7 MM POPULATION

CHÍA

129,625 POPULATION (2018)
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MAIN REGIONAL ACTIVITY

1985

210,042 POPULATION

MINING AND AGRICULTURE

*S Source: Sabana Centro Cómo Vamos Observatory
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2018

539,295 POPULATION

* Source: Sabana Centro Cómo Vamos Observatory
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**MAIN REGIONAL ACTIVITY**

2018

539,295 POPULATION

*Source: Sabana Centro Cómo Vamos Observatory*
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MAIN REGIONAL ACTIVITY

2018

539,295 POPULATION

TOURISM

* Source: Sabana Centro Cómo Vamos Observatory
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MAIN REGIONAL ACTIVITY

2018

539,295 POPULATION

AGRICULTURE

*Sustainable Sabana
A platform for the promotion of the SDGs

* Source: Sabana Centro Cómo Vamos Observatory
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* Source: Sabana Centro Cómo Vamos Observatory

MAIN REGIONAL ACTIVITY

2018

539,295 POPULATION

MINING

Cogua
Nemocón
Zipaquirá
Gachancipá
Tabio
Cajicá
Sopó
Cota
Chía
Tenjo
REGIONAL PROSPECTIVE

2050

POPULATION

X3 ?

REGIONAL ACTIVITIES

FUTURE
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Building a joint vision of the territory.

The First Step
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* Source: Sabana Centro, a sustainable province
MAIN RESULTS

SABANA CENTRO

cómovamos

2015-2024

48 PROJECTS

1 LED BY UNISABANA

7 ONGOING

* Source: Sabana Centro, a sustainable province
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OBJECTIVE

Increase the knowledge of the region, building a relational platform for the academy, which promotes the ecosystem of the region.
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Regional Observatory

Quality of Life

- People's Assets
- Habitat
- Citizen Culture and Responsibility
- Good Governance
- Economic Development and Competitiveness

Poverty and Inequality

Sustainable Sabana Centro cómovamos
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* Source: Sabana Centro Cómo Vamos Observatory
MAIN RESULTS

- Intersectoral task forces: +6
- Technical assistance to the municipalities: +20
- Officials and community leaders trained: +300
- Indicators for each municipality: +350

*Source: Sabana Centro Cómo Vamos Observatory
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WHAT WE CAN OFFER

- Incidence in Public Policies
- Knowledge Network
- Infrastructure for Change
- Research
- Transforming Talent

*Source: Sabana Centro Cómo Vamos Observatory
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Some examples ...
OBJECTIVE:

Identify and understand the characteristics of resilience that are important for post-conflict recovery, promoting mental health in the population victims of the armed conflict, residents of the municipality of Tocancipá.
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OBJECTIVE:

Diagnosis of the seismic vulnerability of the municipalities in the area of influence, to promote the importance of risk management in the region. Ensuring student learning in a practical way, transforming their social vision and generating impact on the most vulnerable communities.
COURSE
SEISMIC RESILIENCE

4
Municipalities

143
Students

+2,000
Homes inspected

+90
Construction Masters trained

COVERAGE AND RESULTS
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THANKS !